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Undergraduate Trustee Visibility Raises Concern
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**CAMPUS**

**Voices**

**What qualities do you look for in a student leader?**

_Ebony Glenn, Freshmen Broadcast Journalism_

“A person who has a genuine interest in the betterment of the student body.”

_Chuck Askle, Senior Biology_

“It takes a willingness to devote his or her time to be involved in various student activities. They also should have great public speaking skills as well as remaining calm under pressure.”

_O’Keeley Smith, Senior Physical Therapy_

“I think that we need leaders that are not afraid to keep it real. If they know what’s going on behind the scenes, then they should not be afraid to tell students what’s going on. Whether it’s good news or just smiling from ear to ear and you could tell they appreciated me at the face painting station. The children at the face painting station were disguised as Transvesty is the term used to describe persons at various stages of a gender identity. The act of being transgender is the same as changing one’s gender identity. The decision to adopt the new gender identity is viewed differently in the US, Europe and locally in Turkey, where a small change from the social construct is accepted by almost everyone. Even though there are some cultural differences, the treatment of transgender individuals is often quite similar between the US and Europe.”

_Armenian Sun News_

“Together, they set an example for all the students of the college, and their actions inspire others to make a difference in their own communities.”

_The Hilltop_

**By CORL HOSKIN Contributing Writer**

The Hilltop sports editorcorrespondent, Abbie’s Voice was the first black American female to work for the National Basketball Association (NBA) Players Training Program (RTP) has not changed the role of the university’s ROTC regimen.

**RCTC Says Regimen Has not Changed**

_Ebony Glenn, Freshmen Broadcast Journalism_

“Whether its good news or bad, we need to stand up against the administration. Whether its good news or bad, we need to stand up against the administration. We also need to maintain our rights as students.”

_Jon Howard, Sophomore Broadcast Journalism_

“Whether its good news or bad, we need to stand up against the administration. We also need to maintain our rights as students.”

**Verbal Armageddon Explodes**

_by Joern Cummings Staff Writer_**

Last Friday evening, twenty-two of the city’s hip hop artists gathered in the Blackman Center for the second round of the 4th annual Verbal Armageddon Tournament. For the second year in a row, the organisms began to get their work, including a series of extended technical runs, right up until the end. The teams were separated into the categories.

**Mentors Donate to Local School**

_by Stephanie Crooks Correspondent_**

The group of University students arrived at the school and assembled 20 volunteers to help the children.

**Bison in Britain: Sexuality in Europe**

_**Chapter VIII**_

_Sexuality in Europe is different than in the US. Jon Howard, a political science major, said, “The reality is, the norms are different. In Europe, we see people who are more open-minded and we see a lot more freedom and just a lot more acceptance of the norm.”

_Armenian Sun News_

“The Abbess is renowned as a community leader in Istanbul. Turkey, the photos were referred to as 3.8 in its state and at an event in the future.”

_Sexuality in Europe is different than in the US. Jon Howard, a political science major, said, “The reality is, the norms are different. In Europe, we see people who are more open-minded and we see a lot more freedom and just a lot more acceptance of the norm.”

_Armenian Sun News_

“I think all of the members know in their hearts that we are going to serve our country. There is no time for sitting around and doing nothing. There is no time for waiting. There is no time for pretending. There is no time for anything that isn’t going to help the army.”

_Cadet Beray Gant, a military science major._

“In light of the slight possibility of being called into action, there is no instances of bad behavior or even crying. The children were always hungry during the round between Zawcain and Prophecy. The Abbess is renowned as a community leader in Istanbul. Turkey, the photos were referred to as 3.8 in its state and at an event in the future.”

_Broadcast Journalism_
A New Option For The Struggling college student

By Janice Strole
Contributing Writer

Small debt and continued nationalsm is the goal of Ger­
many Avenue’s Wilson’s diner as Antonio Adair, an exec­
dutive with Pre-Paid Legal Service, Inc. (PPL) speaks with
students about the opportunity to earn substantial
money and help people through their legal problems, late
last week.

During the meeting, Adair, Platinum Executive Direc­
tive and PPL’s director of PR, said the associates may earn up to $42,000
income by helping others become independent and have a
network to earn significant income. He added that the
company is only interested in people who think
seriously about helping others.

"If someone is interested, I can talk to them," said Adair.
Adair, who already considers himself successful in his field of
business, believes the positive reception is due to the spread
of information by word of mouth.

During her part to improve the turnover of the program, Adair
has made a conscious effort to speak to students organizations
and organizations to

make potential members aware of the opportunity to study,
help others in need and make money. University students
usually take part in the program as a way to get experience
for future job opportunities.

"Not only do the associates come to our seminars,
but they bring people with them," said Adair.

According to the president, the company is financially
sound. "It’s definitely a market that is an unsat­
isfied niche of our population.

Despite the difficulties involved in accessing legal help,
Adair said the program is the same across the country.
The company’s goal is to provide a lawyer for any
situation whose services can be called upon in a prompt
manner. "We believe is well worth the work. Attorneys are now user friendly.
Instead of people thinking of attorneys as a mystery,
our clients think of them as friends.

The company, according to Adair, offers a legal
service that is more accessible than ever. "We make
access to quality legal assistance easy and accessible,"
Adair said.

To look up this company and its success, consult all the
reports indicate that everything is well worth the work. We need to surrender our lives to Jesus, and ask Jesus to
be with us trying to get revenge, which is a very negative reac­
tion to the current issues and current concerns of the
nation," said Adair.

"Hate is a demonic tool whereby we will be destroyed.
We need to surrender our lives to Jesus, and ask Jesus to
be with us trying to get revenge, which is a very negative reac­
tion to the current issues and current concerns of the
nation," said Adair.

"Hate is a demonic tool whereby we will be destroyed.
We need to surrender our lives to Jesus, and ask Jesus to
take over the situation," said Martin, who was on his annual visit to the
University.

Christ, and it brought forth a prophetic and profound word that
hit a lot of issues currently facing our society.
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NEW YORK—A San Diego college student who lied to a grand jury about his knowledge of two suspected Sept. 11 hijackers was arraigned before the U.S. District Judge Shira Scheindlin on Monday.

WASHINGTON—Democrats and Republicans in Congress have agreed to send to the White House an emergency spending bill that will keep the federal government running for the next five months after the fiscal year ends on November 21.

WASHINGTON—The government plan to create a new gas pipeline in the Caribbean, threatening to become a political football for the White House and Democrats, was brought to a halt today as Wall Street looked beyond the next half-century.
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By MONIQUE BARBER
Contributing Writer

The opportunity of a lifetime awaits all jazz musicians and performers. Betty Carter's Jazz Ahead program is currently accepting applications for its 10th annual Jazz Ahead residency. The opportunity is for all jazz artists, with different backgrounds and experiences, to perform, write, and have a good time.

The program was initiated after the late Betty Carter, a jazz legend. Betty Carter was the wife of one of the greatest jazz performers and songwriters, Leonard Cohen. Betty Carter was a professional singer and songwriter, with many awards to her credit. The late Betty Carter was known for her talent, creativity, and dedication to the jazz genre. Betty Carter's Jazz Ahead program is named after her and is dedicated to her legacy.

The program is open to all jazz artists, with different backgrounds and experiences. The program is designed to provide an opportunity for all jazz artists to perform, write, and have a good time. The program is open to all jazz artists, with different backgrounds and experiences. The program is designed to provide an opportunity for all jazz artists to perform, write, and have a good time.

The program is open to all jazz artists, with different backgrounds and experiences. The program is designed to provide an opportunity for all jazz artists to perform, write, and have a good time. The program is open to all jazz artists, with different backgrounds and experiences. The program is designed to provide an opportunity for all jazz artists to perform, write, and have a good time.
Restaurant Review

For Good Eats, Rocky’s Cafe Is Best Bet

By ELAINE BERGERON
Contributing Writer

The stretch of shops and restaurants in the heart of Adams Morgan all strive for attention. On any night of the week, neon lights beam across the shadow of local restaurant giants and barstools as it does tables, thrives in the bustling that a dozen or so small restaurants cultivate small followings by limiting their menus and focusing on food.

Rocky’s Cafe, one of those little gems, is the brainchild of well-known restaurant owners, Friends of the Week, Rochelle "Rocky" Scott. The 50-seat restaurant flourishes as the places it does tables, thrives in Adams Morgan. Scott, who has as many frequent travels to New Orleans, London, and Paris to dining out as she does to dining in, brings her experience to the menu and holds its own against its neighbors.

"I try to use as many indigenous ingredients as I can so that the food is authentic and true to each style. There are items that are unique to each form, the more you try, you can just about anything here and it works to all our advantage," said owner and sommelier, Rochelle "Rocky" Scott.

The front room features a menu that sets both its own pace against its neighbor by serving quickly-fried seafood described Creole-Caribbean style. Chef Paul Pelt draws largely on his African influence between both and holds its own against its neighbors.

"Paul is a genius at serving quality food in a self-paced environment of both. The bistro (1817 Columbia Rd., NW),

Weekly Horoscope (Nov.4-Nov.10)

Aries (March 21-Apr.19)
This is the time for you to complete new projects and accomplish more, also a time for you to celebrate yourself. You want a serious relationship with the person you're dating.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
You begin to lack a bit of flexibility; this week may bring hurry feeling.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
You receive recognition for your hard work and accomplishments; this week. Co-workers and peers will be happy to see you.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)
The person you put down a couple weeks ago, may be the same person to help you out one day.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
With the planet Saturn in your cycle this month, it's time to decide what's important. Be prepared for changes that will even take place in your life.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
You are more assertive this week than usual. You

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
This is a busy week for you. You have many meetings to attend. Be careful when you talk about your belongings. Yourocardinal sign in your zodiac will make you honest with yourself and your friends.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Learn to keep your strength in your cycle; you will have many responsibilities this week. You feel completely happy with the feelings of a good friend.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
This is a busy week for you. You have many meetings to attend. Be careful when you talk about your belongings. Your cardinal sign in your zodiac will make you honest with yourself and your friends.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Although you feel less ambitious this week, you will have many responsibilities this week. You feel completely happy with the feelings of a good friend.

Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb.18)
People talk of your patience this week. If you keep your cool, they won't get the better of you.

Pisces (Feb.19-Mar.20)
Now is a time for you to be honest with yourself and your friends. You have led a very hard life and this week you will find something that you are happy with.

"FEED THE NEEDY" food drive
For the next three weeks UGSA and HUSA will be accepting any Non-perishable food items to help feed the needy for the holidays.

Dried Goods
Canned fruit
Canned Vegetables
Boxed goods

Join The Undergraduate Student Assembly and HUSA in helping

"FEED THE NEEDY"
food drive

The Howard University Student Association
Applications Available for Spring Organizational Funding

Applications Due in the HUSA Office
Blackburn Center Suite 102 by 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, November 7, 2001

Call the HUSA office at (202) 806-7007 for more information
By Alaka Chaney Staff Writer

In the first year of the season, quarterback Roy Anderson turned an offered college job to play for Howard. His decision to stay meant that the Bison would not have to rely on a freshman to lead the offense.

After the game, head coach Jerry Gray was pleased with the defense and the team's overall performance.

"We played well as a team," Gray said. "Our defense held them to only 13 points, and our offense was able to put up 30 points, so I'm happy with our team's performance."
Finding Breana

Lettuce does not grow well in the winter. It is important to plant lettuce in the fall to ensure a good harvest in the spring. The best time to plant lettuce is in late summer, before the temperatures start to cool down. This will allow the lettuce plants to establish strong roots and grow vigorously. It is also wise to plant lettuce in sunny areas with well-draining soil.

Our View

Undergraduate Trustee Breana C. Johnson needs to step up to the game.

Our View

America should focus much more attention on bioterrorism at home as well as on the war effort abroad.

Detailed

Washington Post article, law enforcement officials have said that they are not able to release more information about the investigation to the public primarily because of "the secrecy rules surrounding the grand jury investigation of the September 11 attacks". As a result, the government is failing to provide adequate funding for research and development. In addition to Anthrax, there are many other diseases that could be used as weapons of bioterrorism. Without adequate funding, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention will not be able to do the research necessary to identify new threats.

Our View

Arab-Americans are experiencing the latest form of racial profiling.

WASHINGTON DC - On Tuesday, November 6, 2001, the Hilltop Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammatical errors. The Hilltop is published weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. The Hilltop strives to produce a quality weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. The Hilltop Editorial Board reserves the right to edit letters for space and grammatical errors. The Hilltop is published weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. The Hilltop strives to produce a quality weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias.
Aurellia Anderson
A Closer Look at Domestic Violence

Over the past month, I have been living with issues of domestic violence. Many of my peers mentioned it to me as it is a common theme that had previously affected them. To put at ease the minds of those curious, I have felt the pain of an abusive parent. However, I have felt the pain of abuse. I was the one who had to wipe the tears couldn't control their crying because of the pain and scars their mother and husband placed on them, you should real-

The Red Cross is a good organization: it has been in the world for 130 years. I do not want to sound too harsh. The Red Cross has set aside $44 million of that has been distributed to more than 200 countries. It spends on immediate disaster relief needs, such as on-site

Domestic Violence Reference

Submission of Articles for the Perspectives Page via e-mail at thehilltop@hotmail.com

Cobby M. Williams is a MAPH Graduate Student in the Department of Political Science. He can be reached at thehilltop@hotmail.com.

Cobby M. Williams

Life in Ethiopia from a Visitor’s Perspective

As a graduate student of Political Administration, Department of Political Science, it was assigned as a corner post fellow to work as a research assistant at the University of Addis, Addis, Ethiopia this past summer. During my time in Ethiopia, I found the best way to understand the individuals living in Ethiopia was to travel as much as possible. I started my journey through Addis Ababa, the capital of Ethiopia, and then went on to explore the country as much as possible. While doing so, I was able to meet many Ethiopia nationals different from those preconceptions I had before visiting the country. While doing so, I was also able to see the different cultures and traditions that make up the Ethiopia people. I was able to see the different ways in which people live in Ethiopia, from the urban areas to the rural areas. I was also able to see the different ways in which people interact with each other. I was able to see the different ways in which people express themselves and their emotions. I was also able to see the different ways in which people cope with the challenges they face in their daily lives.

But Ethiopia is beginning to industrialize. Business is growing, and people are moving to the city to find work. However, Ethiopia is beginning to industrialize. Business is growing, and people are moving to the city to find work. However, I was able to see the different ways in which people interact with each other. I was able to see the different ways in which people express themselves and their emotions. I was also able to see the different ways in which people cope with the challenges they face in their daily lives.
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The Howard University Student Association

Applications Available for General Assembly Elections Chair

Applications Due in the HUSA Office
Blackburn Center Suite 102 by 5:00 p.m. Tuesday, November 20, 2001
Call the HUSA office at (202) 806-7007 for more information.

---

BLACK EXAMPLES

SHARING THEIR STORY
Sponsored by the 2001-02 Arts & Sciences Student Council

**NOVEMBER 13 – 15**

Our prominent black speakers, our examples, speaking to our college community about themselves. Telling us their story, how they struggled and succeeded. Encouraging those of us who are still struggling to continue.

**Tuesday, November 13th**

**Kweisi Mfume**
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

**Wednesday, November 14th**

**Dr. Debbye Turner**
Reading Lounge, 12pm
(Reservations are required for this event please contact the ASSC)

**Ossie Davis**
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

**Thursday, November 15th**

**Dr. Patricia Russell-McLeod**
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

---

Freestyle Fridays
in the Cafe

 Noon - 2

Live music, free give aways, door prizes, and a lot more...

Sponsored by The Undergraduate Student Assembly

---

New Solid Rock Church Ministries Inc. Presents...

**4th Annual Fall Gospel Musical**
Saturday, November 10, 2001
at 7:00PM
Held at:
Michigan Park Christian Church
1600 Taylor Street, N.E.
Washington, DC

Rev. William Liggins
Russell
and the WRNDS
(Washington Area Vocalist)

---

Work for the U.S. Department of Justice - Part Time - $9.41 to $10.65 per hour. Work FT or FT during the school year and during breaks under the Student Temporary Employment Program. Transportation subsidy provided of up to $50 monthly for using public transportation/carpool. Duties of the Position: Receiving calls, preparing documents, sorting and distributing mail, maintaining files, and assisting with other office functions. Special Qualifications: Applicants must provide a written statement certifying ability to type 40 wpm. How to apply: Submit the following: resume with cover letter or Application for Federal Employment (OF-612). Students currently working for a federal agency must include a copy of their latest Notification of Personnel Action Form (SF-50) and any performance appraisal issued within the last year. Applications may be submitted by E-mail to Apply.ENRD@hsdoj.gov.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA & WORK SCHEDULES: Applicants must be enrolled at least FT in an accredited college or university. FT and FT schedules are available year round.
New Provost Eager To
Employ University Vision

Improving Faculty, Registration and Research Tops Agenda

By Corey Cunningham and
Derrick Nayo
Hilltop Staff Writers

A rush of robbers, thefts and
overcrowding student anxiety
prompted President H. Patrick
Swygert to assemble a meeting
with student leaders and D.U.
police Monday centered on
forming a task force to stop
crime.

"The partnership doesn't begin
with the crime. Students, police
and administration must
work together to prevent crime,"
Swygert said.

But Swygert concerns
press his concerns for the safety
of students and the importance
of teamwork from preventing
the crime.

By Clintandra Thompson

Campus Police Officer
Robbed at Gunpoint

Metropolitan police are still searching for two men sus­
cpected of robbing a campus police officer Tuesday.
The officer was robbed by two men at 5 a.m. The two sus­
pects were found by the officer's shirt, badge and gun,
resulting in two new police officers on the job in the near
future.

The Metropolitan police are still searching for two men
who were reported to have robbed a campus police officer
in the early morning hours.

The search continues for two men who were reported to
have robbed a campus police officer in the early morning
hours.

Two White Fraternities Suspended For Blackface

Photo courtesy of Tolerance.org
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The officer was robbed by two men at 5 a.m. The two sus­
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future.

The Metropolitan police are still searching for two men
who were reported to have robbed a campus police officer
in the early morning hours.

The search continues for two men who were reported to
have robbed a campus police officer in the early morning
hours.

Area Colleges Crime Stats Diverse as Students

By Jodie Sawyer
Hilltop Staff Writer

Diverse campuses and universities experience different levels of crime
primarily because of the surrounding community, schools say.

Although the Northeast region of D.C.
plans to host four major car showings, the Mid-Atlantic region
and other shows in the Mid-Atlantic region.

The difference in crime rates may
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University Creates Task Force Ained
At Slashing Crime

By Corey Cunningham
Hilltop Staff Writer

Two White all-white fraternities in Auburn, Alabama wore blackface and KKK robes to Halloween par­
time. Both have now been suspended. The national
fraternity is trying to stop blackface and KKK robes
at Halloween.

"Something like that is always good for a
publicity stunt," said Colbert. "If you don't
understand the students, you don't under­
stand the institution you don't under­
stand the students."

Colbert is also proposing a program for
preparing future faculty, where doctoral stu-
dents and graduate stu-
dents who are thinking of
pursuing careers in academia are trained in teaching and research.

Colbert said the "understanding the
nuances of interacting
with students on cam­
pus."

"If you don't understand the students who make up the insti­
tution you don't under­
stand the institution," he said.

Colbert's search committee has
been formed to identify a director for the cen­
ter he created.

Colbert said the "real interest in research."

"I'm really interested in research,
and planning for the future.
Any chance I have

to all dormitories at
Drew hall

Breana Smith, Assistant
Hilltop Staff Writer

We can tell
you (students)
that it's up to you
listen to us."

The doors inside the entrance
to the campus auditorium were
shattered by a mob of students as
they slammed into the glass
window.

"Tenleytown is a small neighborhood
that has shops, but enlarge it is a
community, schools say.

Terrorism and constant, 'Yo, what's
up there?" We can tell
you (students)
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Students Doubtful of Security After Campus Police Officer Robbery

Students Say Increase in Incidents Calls for an Administrative Response

By Ebony Gibbs

A.

Report was early

On Wednesday, police say a at least one person at the campus police officer was robbed of his gun and badge while patrolling near the library area. The officer was attacked as he was making his way to a female student who was being followed by the University. Students are calling for a campus police force to be increased, and the University is looking into the matter.

Students are calling for students and the University to be more aware of the situation. They feel that the University is not doing enough to address the issue.

University President, Professor Wheeler, said that the University is aware of the situation and is working on it. He said that the University is in the process of increasing the number of police officers on campus.

Marielle Richard, Student, English

"Yes, because as hard Howard students would like to think we are, we are not safe and we are not cared for.

Mark Harris, Student, Political Science

"I think Howard students and their phat watches, 2-page papers, cell phones, phat clothes, and lack of connection to the community they live in are symptoms of something more than just a lack of hands-on service to others.

Compiled by Shalo D. Wilson
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HAPPY ANNIVERSARY OF HOWARD UNIVERSITY'S FIRST PH.D. GRADUATE

With the anticipation of a possible major development, the University is looking to the future and is focusing on ways to improve the student experience.

Hilary Humber, a former student, said, "I know that the University is working on it, but I think we need more police officers on campus.

New Provost Eager to Empower University Vision

FRED PROVOST, A

money for students to pursue research projects. The research program would allow undergraduate students to engage in research projects and gain valuable experience. The students would be able to work directly with faculty members.

"It's a great opportunity for students to get involved in research and learn about the university," said Provost Fred PROVOST.
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Howard University Creates Security Task Force

"If we could just get people who care and who can think about what is best for the students and the University," said Provost Fred PROVOST.
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"I am so proud of the students who have been able to pull together and work as a team," said Provost Fred PROVOST.
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"I think that is the most important part of this project," said Provost Fred PROVOST.
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"I want to be able to empower the students and give them a voice," said Provost Fred PROVOST.
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"I think that is the most important part of this project," said Provost Fred PROVOST.
Two Students Arrested Outside Towers
By Corey Cunningham
Hilltop Staff Writer

Two Howard University students were arrested outside the Howard Plaza Towers on Wednesday night.

According to witnesses, campus police asked one of the students out of their car while still talking on his phone. The student refused to get out of his car at first, but eventually exited.

Judge Cunningham, onto the street. The officer then put his knee in his back. The officer proceeded and shouted, "I don't play." The student then lost consciousness and was put into the car. He didn't know what he was doing," stated Clifford Flowers, a West Towers resident.

The campus police officer said, "Make sure you write this down."

"The campus police officer was told to calm the crowd with investigation obstruction. They couldn't possibly make sure the metro police were not using excessive force. They just turned to us and said 'Well we didn't see it.'" said Yolanda Johnsan, Howard University freshman.

"One campus police officer was told to calm the scene, witnesses said. The officer refused to give his name or badge number, and threatened to charge those standing in the crowd with investigation obstruction."

The campus police were so busy trying to keep this officer from seeing the dude get beat up that they couldn't possibly make sure the metro police were not using excessive force. They just turned to us and said 'Well we didn't see it.'" said Yolanda Johnsan, Howard University freshman.

"The other student that was in the car was arrested most peacefully, and both were taken to the third district police."

Police reports on the incident will be available at the metropolitan third district police station. Students going to the third district should file their complaint with Sgt. Harry, the sergeant in charge of the arrest. Students going to the service center should file reports with

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Thursday, November 15, 2001
Center for Professional Development

If you are unable to attend our event, please fax your resume to 651-310-2086, Attn: College Relations.

Without Question.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Visit us online at www.mskcc.org

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Care. Anywhere.

The most fortunate people in life are those who not only find their calling, but also find the opportunity to follow it. Each day at MSKCC, we'll offer you the chance to do just that, by helping us break new ground in the research, treatment, education and prevention of cancer. Join us at the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center Career Fair to find out how you can make a difference in the lives of your patients around the world, and in your future.
Contributing Writer
Campaign for Public Service Employs Two Students to Recruit
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Dennis Lewis wake up to change the world. To them, the
tools, but empowering ones for all people to have their
works to emphasize the need for young people to take an
Area Colleges Crime
Stats Diverse as Students

Although smaller than most of
those schools Howard ranked first in
the categories of indigenous approv­
anced assaults and motor vehicle thefts.
George Washington University had
only three robberies over the last
three years to Howard's 57, accord­
was ridicules. I didn't even know
for today," said Brown.

Howard's crime rate is low.

"Overall a lot of people at Howard are impressed by
the system, but I hope this student goes to
in one form or another. Some
students have already enrolled in the
Spring Holiday Inn. The task force will
include Brown and Undergraduate
vice provost, Toy A. Caldwell-Colbert,
discussed the student inclusion.
She said the team students should
know to the roles of HUSA.

"I know that we are making a difference and I hope
that this student will consider career in government," said
Lewis.

"This student government intends to
see where we are going and where
the student turnout,
Spring Holiday Inn. The task force will
include Brown and Undergraduate
vice provost, Toy A. Caldwell-Colbert,
discussed the student inclusion.
She said the team students should
know to the roles of HUSA.

"I know that we are making a difference and I hope
that this student will consider career in government," said
Lewis.
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Residents Complain About Missing Social Security Checks

Many District residents complained that their Social Security pension or disability payments were missing this month. The majority of the complaints came from areas served by the Brentwood facility that is now closed.

DC School Employees to be Fired

Roughly 250 D.C. school administration officials will lose their jobs in the upcoming year due to Superintendent Paul L. Vance's efforts to serve the District's public schools and its students more productively and effectively, officials said earlier this week.

Crime Increases in District

Violent crime has dramatically increased in the District since the Sept. 11th attacks, and the number of homicides has nearly tripled.
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Let's Grow Up

You had to have heard the news. Once again, Howard University students have proven that although this University may produce leaders for America and the global community, it also produces the idiots that are often found on Jerry Springer. The latest example of campus idiocy comes from the behavior of students this past week at the free screening of Method Man and Redman's new movie, "How High" in Cranton. Judging from its lead characters, it is doubtful that this movie is going to be Oscar material, but Howard students still felt the need to hurl the auditorium door to see the flick.

Several people were injured in the stampede, and a plate glass door in Cranton was shattered. This unfortunate incident brought one question to the minds of many University students, "When did Howard University become Howard High?"

Simply put, this action, and several others often committed by Mecca students (last year's unfortunate student induced flooding of the West Towers for example); are the types of things that have occurring on the Howard University campus. Just like locker, uniforms, and detention, this behavior should have been left for the high school hallways and cafeterias.

What's Your Opinion?

We encourage our readers to write letters to the Editor. Tell us what you think about the paper and its contents. We strive to produce a quality weekly with news pages that are devoid of slant or personal bias. Please address all letters or comments to The Hilltop, 2251 Sherman Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20001. You can also email us at thehilltop@hotmail.com

Everybody's Getting Robbed.

When do several robberies, cases of stolen or vandalized cars, a student being kidnapped, and a Howard University Police officer being robbed mean? This campus is not safe! How does a police officer get robbed? How does a police officer, who is trained about the catch phrases of when a robbery is about to happen, fail victim to one?

Something needs to be done on campus to make students, faculty, and administrators feel safe. Something needs to be done to curb what seems to be a weekly occurrence of some form of crime being committed to people on this campus. Has this school become a target of an outside element that sees that security is so lax, and students are so vulnerable that they can be robbed at any time? It seems that is what a police officer getting robbed for his gun, badge and police shirt spell out.

We are ALL ADULTS. We want the freedom of adults, the responsibility of adults and the respect of adults, yet we continue to act as if we are immature adolescents. How can Howard security officers protect us from violence and chaos if we are the cause of the problem? We as students need to take responsibility for our actions and the actions of our peers. Please, grow up, go forward and change, or just go home.

Illustration By Antijuan Jackson

Our View:

Howard University students are adults and they need to start acting like it.

As Students, faculty and administrators, we must all start paying attention to our surroundings more. It is imperative that we all take a little more caution when populating ourselves in harms way. Even though, in an ideal world, people should be able to walk in Banneker parking lot and from any off-campus dorm late at night without being attacked, reality says that is not the case.

Howard University’s campus is not safe. Students, faculty and administrators, we must all start paying attention to our surroundings more. It is imperative that we all take a little more caution when populating ourselves in harms way. Even though, in an ideal world, people should be able to walk in Banneker parking lot and from any off-campus dorm late at night without being attacked, reality says that is not the case.

The Hilltop. Read about it!
Ira Porter
Letter From The Editor

Robert Edgar, and Associate Professor of History, at Howard University Professor of African Studies, Dr. traveler accounts to articles published in _American, the University of California at Santa Cruz, Dr. children of Africa."

The Hilltop is an opinion page where we allow perspectives to us.

Maritza E. Martin
The Unbreakable Umbilical Cord

A children of the Diaspora, we must not for

Dear Bison,

I found out that my girlfriend, of a year, cheated on me. The thing is, I found out this our after we broke up (yes, we were growing apart). But I really don't her, I just want to see that she clearly and that she has the potential to do this out.

As it goes to find this type? After all, nobody is perfect and I made mistakes before. And should this happen to all of this people? Right now, I'm doing their people and I don't want her to go too low (to emotional that I'm talking to someone else but staying my family) because I love her for my life, I REU7!

Love Tom

Dear Bison,

Stay, wait a minute, why are you spiking so much time measuring or you're girlffriend? Do you believe every word she says? The fact is, over your experiences, as described above, makes me want to believe that she is a selfish and unfaithful person. It's just a matter of perspective, and I think you should seek the advice of a professional counselor or therapist about these issues.

Remember this perspective: feelings and emotions should influence you control know your own goals and desires. It is up to you to decide whether the "mistakes" she makes are due to emotional stress or just personal preference.

If you have something to share with the Bison send your:
culture@bison.hilltop.org

Michael Winfield
God Bless Afghanistan

H ere is my way of explaining. Afghanistan is invasion because not of Afghanistan need as explained in the book, The Afghan, with the maps, that this invasion was an issue of the UN. But when the US and its allies invaded Afghanistan, there were many factors that led to this. I do not mean to imply that it was not a good idea, but the way it was implemented was not the best way to go about it. We need to look beyond the表面 look at this issue and try to understand the true intentions behind it.

In the end, it is up to us to decide what to do with these threats. We can only do what is right for ourselves, and this is something that should be discussed in more detail. We can only hope that in the future, Afghanistan can become a stable and peaceful country.

God Bless Afghanistan.

Michael Winfield is a producing

Have a Perspective
Submit your articles to:
thehilltop@hotmail.com

Deadline is Monday before publication
Football

* TOMORROW *

12 NOON, SATURDAY, November 10 @ GREENE STADIUM
HOWARD UNIVERSITY vs. Bethune-Cookman College

** ** LAST HOME GAME - SENIOR DAY ** **
STUDENTS WITH “CAPSTONE CARDS” MAY PICK UP A FREE TICKET AT CRAMTON AUDITORIUM, LOWER LEVEL
TODAY, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, FROM 11 AM TO 6 PM
- NO FREE STUDENT TICKETS ON DAY OF GAME -

Bison SOCCER

CONGRATULATIONS!!

WOMEN’S SOCCER
BEST RECORD IN TEAM HISTORY!!

MEN’S SOCCER vs. Oneonta
TODAY, 1PM, Friday, Nov. 9
@ GREENE STADIUM
Then...next Friday,
the last Home Game – Senior Day

---

BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACK PACKS, ETC. WILL NOT BE PERMITTED IN THE STADIUM

Bison Basketball

TONIGHT, FRIDAY, NOV 9, 7pm
HOUSTON vs. Team Canada
(Tickets not required)

BEST WISHES TO ALL:
Swimming & Diving
HU SHARKS @ U.M.B.C. on Tuesday

Volleyball
Division of Student Affairs @ West Virginia Open, Nov. 10
(8 – 6 in MEAC)

Bowling
@ MEAC CHAMPIONSHIPS
Nov. 8-10, Dover, DE

Wrestling
November, 2001

---
1st Person

A Weekend Away

By Joseph Sawyer
Hilltop Staff Writer

I remembered that day, many mates. It was a glorious afternoon and the sun shone bright, but the dreams continued in my conscious mind. Yearly I would stop by the corner and see the old man with the cane. When I heard the notes of his guitar I would sit on the pavement and watch him. It was more of a reassurance than a shock. The reality. When I heard the news that my grandfather had died I was not surprised. I knew that he was old and had been in a hospital for some time. I thought that it was about time.

My grandfather was 93 years old (although we speculated he was older) and was fortunate enough to die with no pain. He was not young, but he was still loved. I don’t know how I knew. I’m not sure, but I felt that the pain was less. His children were extremely large family. His children were fortunate enough to die with no fatigue as I pondered how different my life would have been. My uneasiness was replaced with a sense of direction, and going on a trip with my grandfather was more of a reassurance than a shock.

After looking in my closet, I finally decided to sit in the second pew just feet from the casket. My grandfather looked asleep and I almost dozed off. I caught the shadow of the organ awakened right. By then my heart was pounding and I could feel my blood pressure rising. About this man. I remember he had no notice it would only amplify his tardiness. My thoughts rambled on and were about the man who for so long I convinced myself I hated. I almost all my classes) dressed in gray and I knew nothing about this man, and I was determined to show off what was underneath.

But then the wake didn’t matter, I was determined to let her fellow classmates know how much Cecily's Fashion Designs. She was busy receiving orders, and having people in and out of her home in Chicago she was fortunate up for sale in three different stores. She is also looking to hire some tried to label as a one hit wonder. Pablo gives a ghetto love ballad about a boy home in Chicago. She has been truly blessed. Back at the school dance she is making it happen. Within a few months she has plans to have many more.
Evans brings an entourage of producers that give her fans Boy release album titled "Faithfully." This time Faith is back and "oops" Blu Cantrell better watch alone in the World around.
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Evans' vocals in the chorus resembling a mature silly could you both be I knew it all the time, Faith has a unique beat and similarly powerful lyrics. Of course, all Faith albums, the duets are always the ones that have a strong connection to the listener on a breeze of slow ballad cuts that soothe an urge of love and respect to the natural aspects of life, a part of being human. It is important to note that sexual activity do not expect to remain virgins all of their life. Pleasure is truly different from what true Faith fans would believe that love is definitely worth the wait and so are personal and spiritual one in many cases. By not having sex, one can avoid the possibility of unplanned pregnancies. Furthermore, waiting for that special life is a conscious health choice as well as a personal goal of remaining abstinent in marriage. Therefore, if a person cannot be honest with their sexual activity and love, can now be the reason for her success in these days of a neo-soul renaissance. But don't get it twisted; listeners mind that Angie Stone is definitely a force in music can also be looked at as sista-girl anthems for ladies who are either in love, or have been done wrong in the name of love in the name of love, can now be the reason for her success in these days of a neo-soul renaissance. But don't get it twisted; listeners mind that Angie Stone is definitely a force in music can also be looked at as sista-girl anthems for ladies who are either in love, or have been done wrong in the name of love. In addition to relieving major health concerns, abstinence incorporates strong values of self-love and knowledge, self-respect, self-discipline, and also a strong spiritual connection. It is important to note that sexual abstinence is a personal and spiritual one in many cases. By not having sex, one can avoid the possibility of unplanned pregnancies. Furthermore, waiting for that special life is a conscious health choice as well as a personal goal of remaining abstinent in marriage. Therefore, if a person cannot be honest with their sexual activity and love, can now be the reason for her success in these days of a neo-soul renaissance. But don't get it twisted; listeners mind that Angie Stone is definitely a force in music can also be looked at as sista-girl anthems for ladies who are either in love, or have been done wrong in the name of love. In addition to relieving major health concerns, abstinence incorporates strong values of self-love and knowledge, self-respect, self-discipline, and also a strong spiritual connection. It is important to note that sexual abstinence is a personal and spiritual one in many cases. By not having sex, one can avoid the possibility of unplanned pregnancies. Furthermore, waiting for that special life is a conscious health choice as well as a personal goal of remaining abstinent in marriage. Therefore, if a person cannot be honest with their sexual activity and love, can now be the reason for her success in these days of a neo-soul renaissance. But don't get it twisted; listeners mind that Angie Stone is definitely a force in music can also be looked at as sista-girl anthems for ladies who are either in love, or have been done wrong in the name of love. In addition to relieving major health concerns, abstinence incorporates strong values of self-love and knowledge, self-respect, self-discipline, and also a strong spiritual connection. It is important to note that sexual abstinence is a personal and spiritual one in many cases. By not having sex, one can avoid the possibility of unplanned pregnancies. Furthermore, waiting for that special life is a conscious health choice as well as a personal goal of remaining abstinent in marriage. Therefore, if a person cannot be honest with their sexual activity and love, can now be the reason for her success in these days of a neo-soul renaissance. But don't get it twisted; listeners mind that Angie Stone is definitely a force in music can also be looked at as sista-girl anthems for ladies who are either in love, or have been done wrong in the name of love.
Yearbook Pictures!

**When?**
Monday, Nov. 5th - Friday, Nov. 9th

MWF- 10AM- 6PM
TTH- 12PM-8PM

**Who?**
All Students Who Are Not Graduating in December 2001 or May 2002

**Where?**
The Old Campus Store, Ground Floor, Blackburn Center near the Caf

Questions? Call the yearbook @ 202.806.7870, stop by Suite G-06 in the Blackburn Center or email us @ bisonyearbook@hotmail.com

---

The Office of Student Activities is Now Accepting Applications for

2002 Homecoming Steering Committee Chair and Treasurer

Applications will be available in the Office of Student Activities on Wednesday, October 31, 2001. The Deadline to turn in all applications is Friday, November 15, 2001 at 5:00pm.
KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY, INC.

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19132-4950

Official Notice:

KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY, INC.

Philadelphia, PA, October 26, 2001 - Anthony B. Hill, the Polemarch of the Eastern Province of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc., (Regional Director) whose jurisdiction includes Washington, D.C., has announced the following:

Fraternity activities as well as Membership Intake Programs at Howard University have been prohibited by Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.

Any and all activities of Membership Intake, and as well, any other fraternity type activities of any kind, conducted under the name of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, or appear to be so conducted, are unlawful, illegal and of no legal efficacy, since they are in violation of the Charter, Constitution and Statutes of the fraternity and should be reported to the proper authorities immediately commencing with Howard University Vice Provost Raymond W. Archer, III.

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, neither condones nor supports, hazing, underground pledging, or any other unlawful activity designed to encourage or solicit members for initiation into its chapters or for any other purpose. If you are aware of any such activities on the campus of Howard University or otherwise, please call our offices at this number, i.e., (215) 228-7184. Report to Richard Lee Snow, Executive Director or in his absence to Andre' Early, Assistant Director / Undergraduate Leadership and University Relationship.

International Headquarters • 2322-24 North Broad Street • Philadelphia, PA. 19132-4950 • 215-228-7184

GRADUATING SENIOR PICTURES!

When?

Mon., Nov. 5th - Fri., Nov. 16th
11am - 8pm Monday - Thursday
12pm - 8pm Friday

Who?

Students Graduating in Dec. 2001 or May 2002

Where?

The Old Campus Store,
Ground Floor, Blackburn Center
near the Caf

Minimum $10 Sitting Fee, cash only

Questions? Call the yearbook @ 202.806.7870. stop by Suite G-06 in the Blackburn Center or email us @ bisonyearbook@hotmail.com
Greek life, Is It the Choice for You?

Continued from page B1

"If I had to choose between my friends and my family, I would choose my friends," she said. "We are the people who I can count on.

"But with all these friends, I have also learned the importance of time management. I have to balance my social life with my schoolwork."

Greek life, THE HILLTOP FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 2001

A major role in the decision-making process is the support of family and friends. This support can come in many forms, such as advice, encouragement, or simply being there to listen. For Gabrielle Charles, a senior biology pre-law major from New Orleans, LA, and a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc., Alpha Chapter since the spring of 2000, her family's support was crucial.

"I knew I wanted to join a sorority, but I didn't know which one," she said. "I talked to my mom about it, and she suggested Alpha Kappa Alpha. I was nervous at first, but I'm glad I joined.

"Joining a sorority has taught me a lot about responsibility and commitment."
What's Losing Its Appeal

When the news media go all-out to cover a story, it can be an opportunity for students, maintenance work for reporters, and an excuse for some people to say, "I told you so!"

In the past, the media would report on a story and then move on to another story. But with all the coverage of the budget crisis in Washington, it's hard to ignore the story...

In the meantime, budget allocations for reporting and training in sensitive areas are being cut. This is a problem that has been ongoing.

According to the report, the budget allocation for training is expected to shrink by an average of 4.7% over the next 12 months. The budget for reporting is expected to remain the same.

However, the report notes that there is no scientific proof that reducing funding for these areas will improve the quality of the news media.

In conclusion, the report recommends that budget allocations for training and reporting should be increased to ensure the quality of the news media.

The following sections will provide more detailed information on the budget crisis and the impact on news media reporting.
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
IF YOUR ID NUMBER IS LISTED BELOW,
YOU HAVE A REFUND CHECK

The following students can claim their refund checks at the Administration building.
Room 115, between the hours of 8:30 AM and 3:00 PM Monday - Friday, except Wednesdays.

The hours for Wednesday are 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM.
BLACK EXAMPLES

SHARING THEIR STORY

Sponsored by the 2001-02 Arts & Sciences Student Council

NOVEMBER 13 – 15

Our prominent black speakers, our examples, speaking to our college community about themselves. Telling us their story, how they struggled and succeeded. Encouraging those of us who are still struggling to continue.

Tuesday, November 13th

Kweisi Mfume
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

Wednesday, November 14th

Dr. Debyye Turner
Reading Lounge, 12pm
(Reservations are required for this event please contact the ASSC)

Ossie Davis
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm

Thursday, November 15th

Dr. Patricia Russell-McLeod
Blackburn Auditorium, 7pm